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Abstract
The importance of computers and the Internet in schooling have never been so significant
since the breakout of COVID-19 because online courses have been widely adopted as a
substitute for face-to-face classes. Therefore, the study compared students’ responses
concerning online and offline courses. The study interviewed two Chinese students enrolled
in a Midwest university in the U.S. regarding their perceptions towards themselves, peers,
and instructors, and how the discussions are different from face-to-face courses. Participants
were asked thirteen semi-structured questions.The findings of the study suggest that the
feature of sufficient time allowed in asynchronous discussions could benefit students as they
could take time and have their turn to publish ideas, but its lack of non-verbal clues and
physical interactions could be seen as a hinder that makes courses less attractive and involved.
The teachers’ role in online discussions is depicted differently from face-to-face discussions
because the latter requires instructors to be more focused on managing classroom discipline
while the former is more flexible and gives the instructor more time to respond. Students’
perceptions towards their teachers suggest that well-designed discussion activities prompting
opinion exchange and productive output should be integrated into the courses.
Keywords: CMC, ESL, Language Learning Anxiety, discussion board, asynchronous
discussion
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Chapter 1: Introduction
The past decades have witnessed great changes in English as a Second Language (ESL)
education. English courses have been offered both in the brick-and-mortar schools as well as
virtual classrooms where students could physically attend in one continent while having class
taught by teachers in another continent. The digital age provided people with multiple ways to
be educated, enabling them to enjoy abundant education resources and communication across
cultures without having geographical limitations. Distance learning is booming with increased
popularity among people who want to learn a new skill or keep improving themselves yet do
not have time or accessible resources near them. The applications of technology for language
learning such as computer-assisted language learning (CALL) and computer mediated
communication (CMC) are becoming more visible for ESL teachers and students. Different
from face-to-face communications, CMC tools such as email and online forums do not require
speakers to give answers immediately, which allows more time for learners to process the
information and carefully examine their responses before replying. English learners are found
to be more actively engaged in online discussions than face-to-face ones (Chiu, 2009; Zha et al.,
2006). Additionally, when CMC tasks require students to interact with peers, such as small
group collaborative activities, students’ language production would be improved. Participating
in online forums also provides an environment for students to express personal feelings as well
as fulfillment (Zha et al., 2006). ESL students often feel stressed and lack of confidence
speaking in English which could deter them from communicating and verbalizing their ideas in
face-to-face classes (Amengual-Pizarro, 2018; Chiu, 2009; Dewaele et al., 2018; Mak, 2011).
Integrating CMC in ESL education could free students from being worried about making
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mistakes.
While online discussion boards could serve as an alternative platform for students,
especially shy students, to share ideas and interact with peers freely after class, teacher
presence in the online community should not be neglected as it is relevant to students’
participation and their perception of course gains. Teacher feedback has always been an
essential way for students to reflect upon their learning process. Students who perceive
teachers’ feedback positively are less anxious about writing tasks (Di Loreto & McDonough,
2014). Half of the participants stated that receiving feedback from the teacher made them feel
less apprehensive because they knew where they could improve next time and felt more
confident about the final exam. Similarly, online feedback also plays a significant role in
students’ skill acquisition. Ene and Upton (2018) concluded that “...TEF (Teacher electronic
feedback) involves the combined use of asynchronous Word comments and synchronous
text-based chat is beneficial in ESL composition and that teachers and students perceive TEF
positively” (p. 11). Consequently, it is suggested to teachers to provide feedback and educate
students to utilize TEF to improve their writing. Apart from teacher feedback, the interaction
among peers should also be emphasized as learners could gain different perspectives from
reading and debating within the forum thus having a broader view towards the discussed topic
(Ware, 2004).
With the aim of maximizing students’ participation and experience with CMC, this study
is designed to investigate students’ perception about themselves, peers, and teachers during a
CMC based asynchronized online discussion activity. Hence, the researcher phrased the
following research questions:
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Research question 1: Will Chinese students perceive it more comfortable to participate
in online discussions?
Research question 2: How do Chinese students perceive online participation as affecting
their interaction with peers?
Research questions 3: What are Chinese students’ perceptions on instructor(s) when
doing online discussions?
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
2.1 ESL Students’ Concern About Face to Face Communication
English as second language (ESL) learners are faced with numerous challenges on the way to
achieve desired language proficiency, among which speaking may be regarded as the biggest
one. ESL students are often found to be stressed and tense about speaking English especially
when they made mistakes in front of others. The statistics in Arnaiz and Pérez-Luzardo’s (2014)
study revealed that speaking was the major reason for students being anxious when learning
English.
2.1.1 Lack of Preparation Time
Arnaiz and Pérez-Luzardo (2014) investigated that one participant in their study stated
they felt uneasy about answering questions in class within a limited time. Many studies
(Amengual-Pizarro, 2018; Dewaele et al., 2018; Mak, 2011) also reached the same conclusion
confirming students are easily getting apprehensive about speaking English in class because
they would embarrass themselves if they failed to answer questions. One of the reasons that
accounts for their apprehension is the lack of preparation time when they were called on by the
instructor.
Half of the interviewees from Zheng and Cheng’s (2018) study said they were anxious
about being called on in class when they have no clue to the answer. Mak (2011) found if
enough time was allowed for students to think about the question, students would feel more
confident when they were speaking. Therefore, it can be seen that if sufficient wait time, as
defined by Smith and King (2017) “the duration between a teacher elicitation and student
response or second teacher utterance (p. 1, 2017),” is provided for students, their pressure of
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speaking in class could be eased by a certain degree.
2.1.2 Worries about Making Errors
Students feel concerned about their pronunciation. The results of Baran-Łucarz’s (2014)
research suggested that students who were not confident about their pronunciation had a lower
willingness to participate in oral communication. However, only 2 students out of 216
participants in Arnaiz and Pérez-Luzardo’s (2014) study expressed their anxiety about
pronunciation. The researchers assumed the reasons behind this could be that students were
unconcerned about their pronunciation or consider it less important.
The premise of answering questions or joining a conversation is able to understand what
teachers or peers are talking about. Therefore, listening accounts for students’ anxiety as well,
because when they failed to understand a question and even after the question was repeated,
they would feel left behind others hence, becoming more afraid of making mistakes and talking
in class (Arnaiz & Pérez-Luzardo, 2014; Dewaele et al., 2018).
2.1.3 Personalities and Gender Differences
Besides language performance, personality could also attribute to students’ unwillingness
to talk in class. As participants stated in Baran-Łucarz’s study, they were introverted and
“generally feel insecure talking in front of others, irrespective of the language” (2014, p. 463).
Students who identified themselves as unsocial did not like to interact with people they were
not familiar with (Zheng & Cheng, 2018). Although no gender differences were observed in
foreign language anxiety according to Amengual-Pizarro (2018), Arnaiz and Pérez-Luzardo’s
(2014) found that different from males, females are prone to consider themselves the cause of
the anxiety feeling. Furthermore, Dewaele et al. (2018) found that female learners experienced
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more emotional fluctuations than males. Namely, female students were relatively sensitive
about the ups and downs experienced in the language learning process.
The sources of language students’ anxiety are various, including personality traits, types
of evaluations, curriculum, negative attitudes towards the English class, negative
self-evaluation, and being corrected when speaking (Dewaele et al., 2018; Mak, 2011).
Therefore, appropriate teaching methods should be adopted to involve students in a language
classroom.
2.1.4 Language Earning Anxiety
Foreign Language Anxiety (FLA), generally explained, is the feeling of tension and
apprehension related to second language learning, especially in speaking and learning (Shao et
al, 2013). Negative emotions may jeopardize students’ language learning potential and
decrease their learning capacity, and the anxiety differs from the one in other fields due to the
fact that language learning requires sociocultural and linguistic awareness (Shao et al, 2013).
The authors recognized the urgent need to reduce Chinese students’ learning anxiety which
might in turn help them become successful language users. In the study, they found that at least
one third of non-English major students suffered from English learning anxiety in class.
Chinese students were found to be more anxious about productive skills (Hurd & Xiao, 2010).
The study showed that students were mostly anxious about listening and speaking and they
became nervous facing speaking, writing and listening tasks containing unfamiliar expressions.
Since speaking is not emphasized in elementary and secondary English classes in Asian
countries, students may not be comfortable using English orally, let alone joining discussions
and sharing thoughts with the class (Chou, 2018).
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Teachers can be the source of anxiety. Arnaiz and Pérez-Luzardo (2014) identified
teachers as the second major source of students’ anxiety, as teachers would randomly choose
students to explain something in front of the class. While learners could perform better if
enough thinking time is allowed by the instructor, Dewaele et al. (2018) found students’
attitudes towards teachers were irrelevant to language anxiety, which means students held the
same anxiety level to their preferred teachers and less preferred ones. Nonetheless, they stated
that some teachers did cause anxiety consciously or unconsciously and suggested those who
often cause anxiety in class should adjust their teaching practice to reduce its possible negative
effects. Teachers could exert a vital influence on students’ language learning. Learners with a
positive attitudes towards their instructors were identified with higher foreign language
enjoyment, and such positive feelings encourage students to participate in language learning
activities (Dewaele et. al., 2018).
From the above-mentioned studies, it is not uncommon to find students worried about
speaking English and under-performing in class, which resulted in their reluctance to
participate in discussions. This negative effect, however, could be mitigated if enough
exposure to the target language is guaranteed. Students who were used to receiving full
English-Medium instructions (EMI), namely those immersed in English language environment,
felt less anxious than the part-time EMI learners, and they inclined to seize opportunities to
speak English (Chou, 2018).
2.2 Confucianism’s Influence on Chinese Students’ Learning
The ideas of respecting the teacher and honoring his teacher in Chinese culture could be
dated back to Han dynasty as written by Fan & Li (2000) that even the emperor honored his
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teacher. The authority of teachers in Chinese culture is significant. However, Chiu (2009)
testified that having a rapport with students should be highly valued in online forums. The
research asked participants’ English names after knowing their Chinese names. Then they
started to know participants interests and whether they have background knowledge about the
given topics. Since students and the researcher became closer through talking about these
issues, both parties have better understanding towards each other. With the affective support
from the researcher (the ‘shepherd’ in the study), students dared to share opposite ideas about
the topics while maintaining harmony with their counterparts.
2.3 The Importance of CMC in ESL Context
Using modern technology as a language learning tool is commonly seen nowadays. Many
schools have developed alternative instruction ways apart from being a brick-and-mortar
school where students have class in a concrete classroom. One of the applications of using the
Internet in language learning process is Computer-mediated communication (CMC), which is
regarded as a practical way for distance learning (Coffin & Hewings, 2005). The two main
distinctions of CMC are synchronous and asynchronous communications, and the former
means users use the technology at the same time while the latter at different times (Zha et. al.,
2006).With rich resources online, students could utilize the CMC platform as a free and open
space to share ideas and learn from peers. Synchronized CMC features real-time reply and
response, often in the form of chat rooms and discussion groups. In comparison, asynchronized
CMC does not require participants to respond to messages or posts immediately. Instead, CMC
makes it possible for participants to engage in 24/7 communications (Hirvela, 2007). This
study mainly focuses on asynchronized CMC.
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2.3.1 The Application of CMC as an Alternative Instruction Method
Studies have been carried out to investigate the use of CMC to promote students’ critical
thinking skills (Chiu, 2009), argumentation skills (Coffin & Hewings, 2005) and writing skills
(Hirvela, 2007; Tan, 2017; Ware, 2004).
Hirvela (2007) found that students would benefit from CMC based pre-writing in ways
that they could establish a firm ground before the formal writing tasks. Several students in the
study expressed that they felt empowered knowing that others made similar mistakes as they
did. Tan (2017) used online discussion forums to evaluate students’ interaction for a
paraphrasing task. The materials used in this study were short texts less than 30 words with
which learners were supposed to paraphrase and comment on others’ paraphrasing work.
During the discussion process, it was found that the online discussion forum enhanced
participants’ autonomy and students were self-initiated to learn from, as well as review others’
posts.
By incorporating blog in the ESL writing class, Lin et al. (2013) investigated students’
response about using blog to improve their writing skills. Participants commented that reading
other students’ blogs helped them to review words they had already learned as well as learn
new expressions. Moreover, opinions mentioned in others’ blogs would facilitate students
collecting ideas for individual assignments.
Chiu (2009) used both synchronized and asynchronized online discussions to discuss the
practice of shepherd leadership in cultivating students’ critical thinking ability. The study
incorporated face-to-face group discussions and debates with synchronized and asynchronized
discussions. The result was that although most students did not volunteer to speak during the
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face-to-face sessions unless called by the teacher, they did express their ideas during the online
discussions. With the help of the shepherd (the researcher), students were able to model the
examples, which in turn resulted in boosted group dynamics. Once student leaders posted, the
less active students would keep up with them. The students who remained silent afterwards
were paid special attention by the shepherd to ensure they would not lag behind. After
participating in the research, the result witnessed students’ improved critical thinking ability.
2.3.2 ESL Students’ Perceptions Towards CMC
Students’ views towards CMC vary from person to person and aspect to aspect. Different
from the traditional classroom writing practice, learners who wrote English blogs commented
using online tools to write was a brand-new experience (Lin et al., 2013). Blogging enables
every student to post writing online regardless of their locations, read peers’ posts, and retrieve
posts whenever they want. The convenience of blogging was favored by many students in the
study. Nonetheless, negative opinions also exist. For example, time management has been
found to be a major concern among students who consider checking the correct use of language
burdensome. One student did not revise his post after receiving feedback from the instructor
because he thought it was time-consuming. Again, students’ reluctance to comment manifested
them being aware of their low English proficiency. They were afraid to use the comment
function because they did not want to make grammar mistakes. Being overly conscious of
making mistakes might prevent students from posting a public blog. Distance learning also
hinders students’ learning and creates anxiety for students partly because of the missing
presence of facial expressions, body language, or other non-verbal clues (Hurd & Xiao, 2010).
Nonetheless, CMC seems to have provided a safe space for introverts to interact with
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others. Students who were not confident about speaking said text-based online communication
mitigated their worry about pronunciation (Ware, 2004). It is reflected by one student that she
could brainstorm ideas with peers by posting and reviewing posts online. Driven by strong
motivation, she was eager to learn from peers and said others’ perspectives did help her to gain
a more comprehensive view about the topic.
As can be seen from the above studies, students’ perceptions towards blogging are
complicated without a definite conclusion of CMC being positive or negative.
2.3.3 ESL Students’ Perception of Teacher Presence
As observed in Lin et al.’s (2013) study that students had low frequency interacting with
peers due to concern of making errors, González (2011) also discovered that compared to
student-teacher interaction, peer interactions were less frequent. The reasons could be students’
lack of devotion to the discussion boards and the activities did not promote interactions among
students.
The flexibility of online discussion forums allows users including students and teachers to
interact 24/7 regardless of time. However, this also means that delay exists between the
students’ posts and teachers’ or peers’ responses. Sometimes, students could not receive
feedback until several hours or even days have passed after posting. In an intact class, a teacher
had to provide feedback to several students or even more, so it was not difficult to imagine that
some students would become frustrated after waiting for a long time and seeing others received
replies first (González, 2011).
Student-teacher interaction also differs greatly depending on how students are motivated
by the teacher’s presence, which plays a significant role in how students perceive the online
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learning experience. González (2011) found that although a majority of teachers thought online
discussion forums were an effective tool, students did not reach the same conclusion. Based on
the interview, it seemed individual perception had much to do with teacher’s presence during
the process. The student who was constantly encouraged by the teacher appreciated having
someone who could provide feedback and always being supportive, which motivated them to
keep trying without worrying about making mistakes. However, as one instructor was
responsible for multiple students in the study, there were occasions where the teacher failed to
send a timely reply. Students were not able to contact or interact with the teacher and the
grading was only based on participation without any useful feedback on grammar or sentence
structure. In this case, although the teacher tried to do her best, students felt abandoned, so they
felt they gained nothing from the course. Therefore, teacher presence could have a huge impact
on how students perceive the online discussions.
Chiu (2009) has another interesting finding in the study. One student mentioned that
teachers needed to stand in front of a mirror to see their facial expressions when students’
answers did not meet their expectations in face-to-face classes. This brought up another
advantage of online forums: it would not show any negative body language or facial
expressions, so higher affective support could be perceived by learners. Without the possible
negative effects of teachers’ negative body language, students were prone to perceive higher
degree of teacher encouragement, which was especially significant for quiet students to feel
comfortable to join the discussions.
2.3.4 Effective CMC Instructions
Based on previous studies (Chiu, 2009; González, 2011), it seems if teachers could be
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actively involved in students’ discussions and post timely feedback, students would positively
perceive online discussions as an effective learning tool. Furthermore, Tan (2017) suggested
that teachers should guide inactive participants in the forum to join the discussion while
praising students who actively comment and give practical feedback to others. As the
discussion patterns are influenced by the features of the task in a large extent, instructors
should create motivating topics that could generate more discussions and debates among
students to promote their modelling and learning from various perspectives. It is also
recommended to write down basic requirements and set an end date for the forums with the aim
of prompting students to write with purposes (Tan, 2017). As anxiety is commonly experienced
by students in distance learning, teachers are advised to intervene when learners behave
differently, such as turning from an active participant to a lurker (Hurd & Xiao, 2010).
Based on the above-mentioned literature, the answer to the first research question, Will
Chinese students perceive it more comfortable to participate in online discussions, seems
rather vague. Compared to face-to-face discussions where students might be anxious about
their speaking skills, making mistakes, as well as the lack of preparation time, online
discussions could lower students’ anxiety level and encourage introverts to share ideas with
others, but opposite ideas stated written forms could also generate anxiety considering that
students may be concerned about writing ungrammatical replies.
In response to the second research question, How do Chinese students perceive online
participation as affecting their interaction with peers, the studies revealed students could learn
from each other through online communication, and group dynamics could be boosted in some
cases. Meanwhile, peer interactions were observed to be less frequent and the absence of
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non-verbal clues could possibly give students anxiety.
The third research question, What are Chinese students’ perceptions on instructor(s) when
doing online discussions, revolves around the instructor’s reaction to students’ posts. Students
could be highly motivated if they received sufficient instructions or feedback whereas those
who did not might feel discouraged.
The existing research has conducted numerous studies relevant to CMC and provided
valuable information for educators to draw on. However, it is difficult to conclude definite
answers towards students’ perceptions regarding online discussions, hence the study seeks to
find students’ answers regarding their experience of participating in online discussions over the
past year(s).
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Chapter 3: Methodology
3.1 Participants
The study aimed to interview ten Chinese students who were enrolled in an ESL Program
in a Midwest university in the United States, which offers classes for students who are enrolled
at the university and sets out to improve students’ academic English skills. However, due to the
COVID-19 pandemic, the students were taking online classes remotely which made it
impossible to go into a classroom and make presentations about the study. While the intent was
to interview ten Chinese students, the study only collected data from two students who agreed
to participate in the study.
The ESL Program courses were provided asynchronously during the semester when the
interview was conducted. One of the main features of the asynchronous courses was that they
involved online discussion forums based on a Learning Management System (LMS). The
participants of the study were digitally literate with stable access to devices (laptop,
smartphone, etc.) that allowed them to connect to the Internet. Besides LMS, the students
stated they used social media websites or applications to receive the latest information, browse
the contents they were interested in, and comment on certain issues.
According to the university’s introduction about the ESL Program, it serves students
whose second or third language is English.
The two participants aged 21 and 22, have been learning English for 14 years since
elementary school.
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Table 1
Participants Profiles
Participant

Gender

Age

Length of Learning English

Interview time
(min/sec)

Participant A

Male

22

14 Years

30’08

Participant B

Female

21

14 Years

27’25

Participant A stated that he had learned English in kindergarten, but the learning stopped
for two years when he entered elementary school, where grade one and grade two did not offer
English courses. He had studied in the United States for one year before COVID-19, so he
had experienced both face-to-face and online course while participant B had no prior
experience studying abroad. She took all the courses from China because of the pandemic.
Participants A and B would use Chinese social media platforms to receive the latest news
or check hot topics. However, participant A reported he would leave comments regarding some
issues whereas participant B mostly ‘lurked’ on social media, and read others’ comments
without publishing any.
The instructors of the ESL Program courses have at least one year’s experience teaching
in ESL Program or ESL Bridge Program, which offers classes for students who are not yet
enrolled at the university, and have taught in face-to-face and online settings. Before the
beginning of each semester, the program organizes orientation sessions introducing the
instructors to the functions and features of the LMS platforms and other online tools, or
on-campus resources that might facilitate their lesson planning.
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3.2 Procedures
The study is approved by the Institutional Review Board of the researcher’s university.
a) A recruitment email containing the study’s purposes was sent to the program director
asking for assistance. The director helped to forward the email to ESL Program
instructors. The instructors, who agreed to participate in the study, forwarded an email
with the study’s topic and purposes written in both Mandarin Chinese and English to their
students.
b) Students who consented to participate in the study were enrolled in the ESL program in
which LMS access was authorized to each student. Students used their personal IDs and
passwords to log in the LMS, and they had at least one semester’s experience using the
LMS. Agreed participants signed 1) a form of consent and 2) a video consent form, and
then scheduled the time and date for the interviews. Emails with interview date and Zoom
information, such as meeting room number and password, were sent to interviewees.
c) The Zoom meeting was video-recorded with the video files saved in the researcher’s
password-protected laptop. The meetings lasted around 30 minutes. Both interviewees
were informed at the beginning of the meeting that they could use Mandarin Chinese and
English during the interview. The interview was semi-structured, so the researcher was
able to ask follow-up questions.
d) Based on the research questions, the researcher developed 12 interview questions which
could be categorized into 3 sections in accordance with the research questions and
interview question no. 13 was an open-ended question.
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e) The transcriptions were transcribed into a Word document by the researcher manually
based on the recorded interview videos. The participants reviewed the transcriptions of
the meeting video after receiving the file and replied that the transcriptions were
permitted to be used.
3.3 Privacy
Educational email accounts were used in the study when emailing the faculty and students.
The Zoom account is the university’s educational account and the backup data, including the
videos, transcriptions, and forms are stored in the password protected university’s Office 365
Cloud.The participants’ real names or any specific names/places/programs mentioned by the
participants will not show in the study. Instead, pseudonyms were applied.
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Chapter 4: Analysis
4.1 Research Questions and Linked Interview Questions (IQ)
The study used qualitative analysis to analyze the responses collected from the
participants. This section is divided into three categories
1) Responses to Research Question 1‘Will Chinese students perceive it more comfortable
to participate in online discussions’ namely interview questions 1 to 7;
2) Responses to Research Question 2‘How do Chinese students perceive online
participation as affecting their interaction with peers’ namely interview questions 8 and 9;
3) Responses to Research Question 3‘What are Chinese students’ perceptions on
instructor(s) when doing online discussions’ namely interview questions 10 to 12.
Interview question no. 13:

Do you have anything else you want to share or add?was an

open-ended question and both participants responded that they did not have anything else to
share or add.
Interview questions 7 and 11 were designed to collect responses for more than one
research question so some repeated quotations might be used. Although the interview questions
were designed to answer different research questions accordingly, the answers from
participants extended from the original target research question. One case was that when
answering interview question 2, which was set out to investigate research question 1,
participant A provided meaningful responses to both research questions 1 and2. Being
subjective, students could offer all kinds of answers in an interview-based study, hence the
analysis quoted repeated responses occasionally.
The quotations were presented in both Chinese, i.e. the original language used in the
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interviews, and English, which was translated by the researcher. The original Chinese texts are
cited first and the English translation second, both shown in italics.
E.g.:
This is an example sentence.
这是一个例句。
Students used the original English words for the platforms mentioned in the study since
there is no corresponding Chinese translation of them. These words include [Zoom], [LMS]
and [the video tool], a video-based asynchronous assignment function.
*Students code-switched between Chinese and English when they mentioned the word
discussion(s), as in Chinese 讨论. In some cases, the participant referred discussion to
text-based discussion forums.
4.2 Coding
The answers of two participants were combined into one document to better compare
answers and identify codes. The combined documents look like the following:
Interview Question 1Will Chinese students perceive it more comfortable to participate in
online discussions?
Participant A: ...
Participant B:...
After reading the separate scripts and combined scripts several times, the researcher color
coded the key words mentioned by students based on the research questions. Coding process is
developed according to Bryman (2012).
Research question 1 was highlighted in orange, and words describing the participants’
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personal feelings and emotions, such as positive and kind, were also highlighted in orange.
Research question 2 was highlighted in purple. Accordingly, expressions mentioning peer
interaction, for example, small talks, communicating, were also marked in purple.
Research question 3 was highlighted in green as well as the answers to this question.
Besides, another major red color coding category relating to the forms of courses was
added as it was found that students kept comparing the online discussion forum to face-to-face
or other instruction forms. When they had limited experience on something, they would talk
about another case which might be from a course with different instruction methods.
Above all, the coding has three major categories referring to 3 research questions (RQs):
Code 1 [C1]: Talking about their personal feelings and emotions. (Research question 1).
Code 2 [C2]: Talking about casual social or interpersonal relationships. (Research
question 2)
Code 3 [C3]: Talking about teachers. (Research question 3)
Code 4 [C4]: Talking about the forms and contents of courses. (Research question 1, 2
and 3)
Code category was labeled at the end of the English translation. For example:
A: 讨论期间也会夹杂一些 ，还有就是唠嗑之类的。
A: When we were discussing, we also had small talks or chatting about other things.
[C2]
The label [C2] signifies that the sentence “When we were discussing, we also had small
talks or chatting about other things” was categorized into “Talking about casual social or
interpersonal relationships” .
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After finishing coding, the frequency of participants mentioned each code was collected:
Table 2
Frequency of Codes Mentioned by Interviewees
Codes

C1

C2

C3

C4

Frequency/times

10

15

9

23

4.3 Analysis
RQ1: Will Chinese students perceive it more comfortable to participate in online
discussions?
After analyzing the participants’ answers to the first research question, it is rather
difficult to say a definite Yes or No to the first research question Will Chinese students
perceive it more comfortable to participate in online discussions.
Although participant B stated she felt less nervous when participating in asynchronous
online discussions, participant A’s attitudes regarding the discussion experience were
relatively passive and he showed a preference to face-to-face discussions. In general, students’
feelings regarding participating in online discussions may be related to personalities. Students
who consider themselves as introverts may feel more comfortable joining in text-based online
discussions whereas extroverts might find themselves at ease during face-to-face discussions.
IQ1: Please describe your experience having English discussions face-to-face in English
class. Follow-up question: Do you think it was a negative or positive experience? Why?
Both participants agreed that their experience of having face-to-face English discussions
was positive. Student A did not give specific answers as to the content of the discussions in
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face-to-face classes. Instead, he mentioned small talks. In comparison, student B gave an
example of the discussion, which was about constellations. She said she was not good at
socializing and discussions could help her overcome it. Therefore, it seems student A
emphasized the connection with peers, such as small talks or chatting about random things
when they finished discussions,

whereas student B focused more on the communicative

aspect of the discussions.
A: 讨论期间也会夹杂一些，还有就是唠嗑之类的。
A: When we were discussing, we also had small talks or chatting about other things.
[C2]
B：我也不太擅长和人交流，所以讨论的话也可以帮助我提高这点。
B: I am not good at communicating with others and discussions can help me
overcome it. [C1, C2]
IQ2: How long have you been taking online classes? Do you feel you do well in online
discussions?
Since student A placed a great emphasis on the connection with other students, the
online platform created a sense of distance for him which prevented him from small talking
with his peers. For asynchronous text-based online discussions, he said
A: LMS 的论坛不是实时的，我交上去以后就是交上去，只是完成个作业
A:LMS discussion is asynchronized. When I submitted my post, it is just completing
an assignment. [C4]
and he would not check others’ replies. The student might be more focused on the
connection or communication with peers as he mentioned face-to-face discussions allowed
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them to have small talk and share interesting things. Meanwhile, he mentioned Zoom allowed
him to say hello to other students when the video was on. Nonetheless, when the camera was
off, his reaction changed:
A:不开视频的时候讨论完问题就闭一下麦，就等着讨论时间过去。
A:When the video is off, I will just turn off the mic after we discussed the assigned
topic and wait for the remaining time to pass. [C4]
Participant B gave a different answer, with the focus on task completion. Emphasizing
the tasks of the courses, she stated the time she spent on the assignments varied depending on
their difficulty. She could meet the requirements of teachers such as commenting on others,
thus perceiving herself as performing above average.
IQ3: Have you joined any English online discussion forums? If so, please describe the
experience of using it. Q1
Student A was not sure if the online shopping website is online discussion forums. He
asked me:
A:网购论坛算吗？
A:Do online shopping websites count?
Then he gave an example of reviews on online shopping websites, which was
convenient for him because he could know users’ experiences by reading others reviews.
Student B said she did not have any experience besides LMS.
The reason why participant B could not think of any English online discussion forums
experiences besides LMS might be related to her lack of overseas experience. In the second
part where she was asked about online communication websites/apps, the answers given by
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her were all Chinese websites/apps. She had never studied overseas and she took all the
courses for the university online from China, so that might explain why she had no
experience using foreign forums. In comparison, participant A who stayed in the United
States for over a year, had more exposure to English environments, thus having more
opportunities to be involved in English online discussion forums.
IQ4: Please describe your experience participating in ESL Program course’s online
discussion.
When asked about their experience of participating in ESL Program online discussions,
the participants depicted two opposite situations reflecting their attitudes towards online
discussions. Participant A, being negative about it, described the discussion as a repeated
assignment submission process:
A:有一门课讨论就是交作业在上面…就只是单纯地交作业，回复两个人然后下线
。
A:I have a class that requires us to submit assignments on it…It’s just about
submitting the assignments and replying to two students, then I will log off. [C4]
However, participant B talked about it from a different angle and a positive perspective,
saying she could check if her answers were the same as others:
B: 讨论的话就是老师每次都会留讨论的作业，然后就会把自己的作业内容提交
到上面，然后就会看一下其他同学的作业跟自己是不是答案相同或怎么样的，有
些时候一些主观题目也需要去评论一下其他的同学。讨论问题有些是课本上的题
目，客观题和主观题都有。
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B: The teacher will give us assignments to discuss, and then I submit my assignments
to the discussion forum. I will check if my answer is the same as others. Sometimes
there are some subjective topics, and we are required to comment on others. Some of
the discussion questions are from the textbook, including objective and subjective
questions. [C4]
IQ5: Please describe a good experience in ESL Program discussion forums.
A common thing that was mentioned by both participants as a good experience was the
self-introduction section at the beginning of the semester, which served as a great opportunity
for students to know each other. Although participant A referred to the video self-introduction
as a good experience, which was the third time for him mentioning tasks in the form of
videos, he did not have a good experience when it came to text-based discussions due to the
openness of the discussion forum as it reduced his desire to communicate:
A :the video tool 最开始会自我介绍，有时候看到一些以前在 ESL Bridge Program
的老面孔，看到就非常亲切，会唠两句，毕竟没有微信之类的，只是单纯从视频
底下来互动一下。纯文字的讨论没有什么好的体验，多半是以作业性质的。主要
是这个聊天不只是这两个人能看见，所以这样就减少了很多想交流的欲望。
A:We had a self-introduction using the video tool at the beginning of the semester.
[C4] I saw some familiar faces in the ESL Bridge Program which made me feel
amiable and I would chat with them with a few sentences because we did not follow
each other on Wechat, so we can only interact under the video section. [C2] I did not
have a very good experience when it came to text-based discussions. They are more
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like assignments. [C4] The major thing is text-based discussions are visible to
everyone instead of the two involved, which reduces my desire to communicate. [C2]
Student B was more positive about text-based discussions, stating it helped her get to
know classmates and their interests. She gave a specific example of knowing a student who
shares the same hobby with her:
我能了解到我班上的同学他们的兴趣爱好，就像我知道的是有一个同学 ta 就很
喜欢摄影，然后就还蛮不错的，这方面我还蛮想跟 ta 学习，然后也可以和其他
人做一些适当的交流，就挺好的。
I can get to know my classmates’ hobbies or interests. For example, I met a student
who likes photography during self-introduction, and I want to learn from her/him.
Additionally, I can communicate with others which is good. [C2]
IQ6: Please describe a bad experience in ESL Program discussion forums.
Speaking of the bad experience they had in ESL Program discussion forums, their ideas
were similar that they would not necessarily read others’ posts. The difference was that A
would ignore the replies completely whereas B would click on those posts to get rid of the
unread notifications instead of reading others' posts.
Participant A said:
A:交作业性质的 discussion。把课本上的作业贴上去，交上去以后就不用看了，
说讨论但实际就是交作业，所以体验就没那么好。
A:‘The discussions are like submitting assignments. We post our answers to questions
in the textbook and that’s it. It’s named discussion but after all, it’s submitting
assignments. Therefore, the experience is less desirable’, [C4]
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He mentioned this aspect repeatedly in other questions. Furthermore, he did not check
others’ comments or reply them, which was quite similar to participant B, who would click
others’ replies but would not necessarily read them. The reason was that she would not feel
comfortable if the websites are showing the number of unread threads.
B:不太喜欢的就是，不点开的话它会显示你有多少条内容没有看，然后有的时候
强迫症就必须要点开，其实有的时候根本不需要看，就是会费时间去一个一个点
开
B: I do not like that the website shows how many threads remain unread. I sometimes
have this kind of obsessive-compulsive disorder that I must click on those threads.
Actually, sometimes it is not necessary to read them, but I just spend time clicking
them one by one. [C1 & C4]
Figure 1
Screenshot from the Researcher

Note: Example screenshot of the unread notification
IQ7: How are your face-to-face discussions similar to online discussions? How are
your face-to-face discussions different from online discussions?
Based on the answers provided by participants A and B, it seemed that they did perceive
online discussions can be more comfortable as it reduced students’ stress, made them less
nervous, and allowed students to share ideas and opinions. However, participant A answered
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that those students who are not good at socializing would feel more comfortable in online
discussions.
A: 首先如果你社交有问题的话，可能堂课讨论会让人你有点不舒服，毕竟有时
候假如上一门新课，课上都是和不同的人，在不同的小组，所以一开始不是很熟
悉就不会很舒服.
A: …if you are not good at socializing, you may not feel at ease when doing f2f
discussions as sometimes when you start a new course, you are with different people
and in different groups. Therefore, when you are unfamiliar with them, you will not
feel comfortable. [C1, C2, C4]
B: 你在堂课讨论可能会插不进别人说的话，然后你也不能及时地作出反应，但
是你在网络上讨论的话，你可以自己去想一想再评论，你也不用担心别人话太多
你插不进去这种情况。还有就是情绪，一种紧张的情绪，因为我可能不太擅长交
流这方面，所以有时候会害怕面对面的交流。但是网络上的话就不用担心这个
B: when you are in a f2f class discussion, you may fail to join the conversation and
you can’t respond timely, but in online discussions, you can think for some time
before commenting, and you don’t need to worry about that others are talking too
much whereas you can’t join the conversation. Another thing is the nervous feeling. I
am not good at communicating so sometimes I am afraid of f2f communications, but
online discussions free me from the worry. [C1, C2, C4]
RQ2: How do Chinese students perceive online participation as affecting their
interaction with peers?
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Students’ perceptions towards online participation were in stark contrast to that of
face-to-face interactions. Online participation created a sense of distance among students,
leading to students using a more formal discourse compared to face-to-face discussions where
jokes and small talk had a strong existence.
However, as the students become familiar with each other, the formality of their
language would decrease, the result of which was similar with Zha, et, al. (2006) finding that
informal languages were applied when students were familiarized with others.
In general, face-to-face discussions, accompanied by playful interactions, seem to be
more friendly, and the languages used by students tend to be less formal.
IQ7: How are your face-to-face discussions similar to online discussions? How are
your face-to-face discussions different from online discussions?
Although the participants' responses to questions reflected that they did perceive there
were some similarities between online and face-to-face interactions, such as discussing
questions and sharing ideas, they considered interactions among peers would change
depending on the course format. Participant A reported that students might feel
uncomfortable in face-to-face classrooms at the beginning of the class because they were
unfamiliar with each other. If the course was presented via Zoom meeting, it would not
matter much:
A: …首先如果你社交有问题的话，可能堂课讨论会让人你有点不舒服，毕竟有
时候假如上一门新课，课上都是和不同的人，在不同的小组，所以一开始不是很
熟悉就不会很舒服. 但是网上 Zoom 这种的其实无所谓.
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A:…if you are not good at socializing, you may not feel at ease when doing f2f
discussions as sometimes when you start a new course, you are with different people
and in different groups. Therefore, when you are unfamiliar with them, you will not
feel comfortable. Nonetheless, online courses like via Zoom do not matter. [C1, C2,
C4]
While addressing the unease students may feel in a face-to-face classroom, participant A
seemed to enjoy the small talk that was normally limited to face-to-face discussions. His
attitude towards video-based discussions were pessimistic:
A:线下一般会之后在聊完问题之后还会有点之时间，大家就会唠唠嗑之类的，聊
聊看最近发生的有趣的事，或者有些事情可以讨论一下。但是 zoom 就是讨论完
每个人都闭麦，等着时间过去就过去了。
A: If there is time left during face-to-face discussions after we finish the question, we
will small talk, like talking about interesting things that happened recently or talk
about other things. However, we would mute the mic after we discussed the assigned
topic and wait for the remaining time to pass. [C2, C4]
Participant B, on the contrary, focused on the time gap of asynchronous text-based
discussions, stating that text-based discussions allowed her to think before commenting, and
freed her from worrying about turn-takings in face-to-face discussions, in which people might
fail to join the discussions:
你在堂课讨论可能会插不进别人说的话，然后你也不能及时地做出反应，但是你
在网络上讨论的话，你可以自己去想一想再评论，你也不用担心别人话太多你插
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不进去这种情况。还有就是情绪，一种紧张的情绪，因为我可能不太擅长交流这
方面，所以有时候会害怕面对面的交流。但是网络上的话就不用担心这个
when you are in a face-to-face class discussion, you may fail to join the conversation
and you can’t respond timely, but in online discussions, you can think for some time
before commenting, and you don’t need to worry about that others are talking too
much whereas you can’t join the conversation. Another thing is the nervous feeling. I
am not good at communicating so sometimes I am afraid of face-to-face
communications, but online discussions free me from the worry. [C1, C2, C4]
IQ8: Please describe one of your interactions with peers in online discussions in ESL
Program sessions and/or others. Follow-up: Please compare the online interaction
experience with face-to-face one.
Both participants agreed that face-to-face and online text-based discussions shared the
feature of allowing the exchange of ideas and sharing different opinions.
Student A mentioned again that ESL Program courses (Listening and Speaking; Reading)
discussions were about submitting assignments so he rarely read the comments. However, he
gave a detailed example of interacting with peers in another course which he regarded as a
positive case:
A: 那天正好闲着没事，我就看到以后，把要点提炼出来然后我再跟对方说我对
这个事情的看法，然后我两对这个事情的看法一致了，谈论了很多次，这也是一
个共同进步吧。
A: That day I had extra time, so when I checked the comment, I summarized the main
ideas and shared my opinions with the person who commented on my post, and then
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we reached a consensus on the issue. We discussed it several times and I think it can
be regarded as mutual progress.[C1, C2]
The different aspect brought up by participant A was that the discussions that happened
in face-to-face class were in real time, which did not exist in asynchronous lessons. He stated
people knew each other’s ideas immediately whereas the discussion forum was
asynchronized and sometimes limited to two students as others may not want to read. In
Zoom people would be staring at you and it felt weird:
A:不同点就是，堂课是实时的，说出来马上就能看见，但像 discussion 这种它不
是实时的，而且有的时候就仅限于你们两个的别人可能不是很想听，就不听。但
是从 ZOOM 这种网课，就像众目睽睽大家盯着你们两个在交流这种不同的意见
就感觉怪怪的。
A: The difference is that face-to-face class is simultaneous. People know your idea
once you say it. Nonetheless, [LMS] discussion is not simultaneous and sometimes it
is limited to two of you. Others may not want to read it. On the other hand, for Zoom
where people stare at you talking with another person exchanging ideas is rather
weird. [C2, C4]
Student B gave an example of a discussion topic she had for the ESL Program course.
She interacted with people who held different opinions and shared her ideas. In a face-to-face
class, she sometimes forgot what she wanted to say, but she could think about the things she
wanted to say in online discussions. Students in face-to-face discussions might digress from
the topic and talk about something else which rarely happened in online discussions.
However, while the asynchronous format created a time gap for students to compose their
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texts, it posed a challenge for students to express their thoughts clearly (Jung-Ivannikova,
2016).
B: 面对面可能会一下子想不起来自己想要说的内容。但是在网络上的就可以自
己去想。面对面可能会说着说着就说岔了，就聊到别的内容上去了，就跑题了。
B: … sometimes I would forget what I want to say in f2f classes and start to talk
about something else, like digressing from the topic, but it rarely happened in online
discussions. [C2, C4]
IQ9: Do you think that being face-to-face or being online changes how you and your
peers interact? If yes, how? If no, why not?
Both students talked about the playful aspect of face-to-face discussions, such as playful
gestures among students, while online discussions were the opposite, being more formal.
Student A thought online discussions were more formal and students would not mess
around since the Internet could save the data for a long time which might become an
awkward history in the future. Additionally, he said face-to-face discussions were often
accompanied by some playful interactions, thus it was more friendly:
A: 毕竟互联网是有记忆的，你留下这个东西万一被别人翻出来，会比较尴尬，
但是线下这种就伴随一些打闹这类的，就是线下更友好。
A: After all, the internet has memory. If the things you posted online are brought up
by others, it might be awkward. On the contrary, offline discussions are often
accompanied by playful interactions hence being more friendly. [C2, C4]
Participant B provided a different perspective, indicating her interaction patterns during
text-based discussions varied depending on the relationship with others. Despite feeling a
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sense of distance participating in the text-based discussions, she mentioned she would write
some playful or humorous things to people she was close to. To strangers, it would be more
formal. This finding is consistent with Zhaet al. (2006) study that argues when students were
familiar with peers, they would communicate with informal languages in a CMC
environment.
B: 关系近的话就会在网上调侃一下，就是语言会比较幽默，如果是陌生人的话
就会很正式地说你好啊什么什么或者请问之类的，但是关系近的人可能就会，就
会发一个爱你的表情啊之类这种情况
B: If I am close to the person, I would make some jokes, or I could say the languages
I use would be more humorous. However, if I do not know the person, I will formally
say Hello, or Would you please tell me…If I am close to the person, I may send a heart
emoji, things like that. [C2]
RQ3: What are Chinese students’ perceptions on instructor(s) when doing online
discussions (Q10-Q12)
The students’ attitudes towards instructors of online courses could be divided into two
categories: they held a positive perception towards instructors who interacted with students
frequently; on the other hand, when students posted a thread but the instructor did not
respond, the students did not show much interest in the discussion or talked much about the
ESL Program instructor(s).
IQ10: What are your expectations for instructors in terms of interactions before
participating in online discussions? Does your teacher meet your expectation?
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Both mentioned they expected teachers to provide some advice or feedback. Participant
A compared the role of the teacher in online discussions to an arbitrator, whose
responsibilities were to settle a dispute and made objective comments. Additionally, he
argued that the time limitation of face-to-face discussions restricted teachers from responding
to every student. Such situations were not likely to happen in online discussions.
A: 线下的话一般都是两人就能解决，但是线上有时候老师就过来，再说一下你
们俩这个问题有什么好的地方或者不好的地方，线上这种老师一般都会给你解决
，但是线下因为时间紧任务重，不一定能面面俱到。
A:Issues raised during face-to-face discussions can often be solved by ourselves.
Teachers will come and comment on what is good or not good and answer questions.
Time is tight while tasks are plenty for face-to-face discussions so teachers may not
be able to answer all questions. [C3, C4]
Participant B expected instructors to comment on her answers and provide advice on
subjective questions. In the follow-up question regarding what she would do after receiving
the instructor’s comment. She replied:
B: 如果只是简单的夸赞一下或者做得很好之类的我应该就不会评论了，因为也
不知道该说些什么。但是如果老师的评论是带问题性质的，我就会去评论一下
B: If the teacher replied with simple praise or Good Job, I may not respond to the
thread because I do not know what to say. If the teacher’s comment included a
question, I would comment on the thread. [C3]
Besides talking about text-based discussions, Student B looked forward to having Zoom
classes but at the same time was worried about it because she was not confident about her
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English and communication skills. She mentioned there was a section for students to ask
questions in the discussion forum, but she rarely used it. Instead, she would email the teacher
if she had any questions.
IQ11: Please describe one of your interactions with the instructor in online discussions.
Other than ESL Program courses, student A talked about the same example of the course
as mentioned in question 8. He could not understand part of the contents, so he mentioned it
in the thread and the teacher answered the questions he brought up. Though it was not
synchronized, the teacher could still answer the question. For the ESL Program course, he
said:
A: ESL Program 我贴上去了不一定会去看，不知道老师有没有给我回复.
A: I do not check ESL Program discussions as often, so I do not know if the teacher
replied to me or not. [C3, C4]
Student B rarely had interactions with the instructor and did not provide examples.
Nonetheless, she said last semester when she was in an ESL Bridge Program, the teacher
would reply to everyone and gave feedback. In that case, she would reply and state her
opinions.
B: 这个比较少。上学期吧，因为上学期的那个老师就是每个人都会回复，会就
我的回答提出一些自己的想法，我会去回复 ta。这个学期就不太有了.
B: This semester I rarely had interactions with the instructor. The teacher who taught
me last semester replied to every student and would provide her opinions to my
answers, so I would reply to the teacher. This semester the interaction is limited. [C3]
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IQ12: How did the instructor make you feel during online discussions? Follow-up:
Could you please talk about your perceptions about the teacher’s role in online discussions in
comparison to face-to-face discussions?
Participant A provided an insightful answer to this question. While he believed students
will have less pressure during text-based discussions, he mentioned the possibility of
misunderstanding among students and the teacher.
A: 但是这有个不好的点就是，有时候可能老师不想表达这个意思，但是你领会
的是这种意思，所以就可能导致某些用词或东西会让你曲解老师的意思。可能他
就是说这个有点小瑕疵但是没问题，但你又觉得他说你这是个很大的错误，一般
是比较负面的。就是本来都没有表达出这种负面的，他可能就是一个平平常常，
但是你领会到的是个负面的。
A:…but the negative aspect (of text-based discussion) lies in that the teacher probably
did not mean XXX but you understand it as XXX, so this might cause
misunderstanding because of the wording or other things. The teacher may be saying
this has a tiny flaw, but it is fine while you interpret the sentence as you made a huge
mistake, and it is often interpreted as a negative message. Namely, the teacher did not
mean to convey negative emotion, just a normal tone, but you interpret it as a negative
thing. [C1, C3, C4]
Contrary to participant A, participant B did not feel much presence of teachers this
semester. She mainly discussed with her classmates during text-based discussions.
Nonetheless, she mentioned one of the teachers, who assigned video assignments, would
comment on the video assignment page or email her the comments regarding her assignments.
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Furthermore, she talked about the instructors from the ESL Bridge Program in a positive
tone:
B: 然后上个学期感觉老师就是很亲切很亲近的那种。就是上个学期有个老师还
专门给我们开了一个短的 Zoom 会议，就只有那一次，然后就是一起沟通了一下
，交流了一下，是在学期中途开的，主要内容是给我们讲了一下时态的用法，ta
会叫每一个同学，随便抽一个同学去回答问题，然后在会议开始和结束的时候都
会和大家简单的聊两句。
B: The teachers I had last semester were really, really kind. One of them had a short
Zoom meeting and it was the only one. We communicated. The meeting was held in
the middle of the semester, which mainly focused on the usage of tense in the English
language. The teacher asked students to randomly answer questions and every one of
us was called. At the beginning and end of the meeting, the instructor chit-chated with
us. [C1, C3, C4]
As far as the teacher’s role was concerned in online discussions, both participants
mentioned teachers need to maintain discipline in face-to-face classes. On the contrary,
teachers did not need to worry much about disciplines when the class was text-based
discussions online. The common feature of teachers teaching online or face-to-face was that
they would respond to students’ inquiries.
A: 你表达出自己的观点，看法，意思，然后老师会在一个比较中肯的地位，对
你的这些东西作出一个看法或评价，如果有异议或者不同看法，你可以跟老师再
具体交流一下，网上线下都是这样。线下老师一般是维持秩序，因为小组多，不
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可能都看一看，可能就是看哪里有比较大的分歧就可能会过去，但是线上时候老
师就能顾过来，因为时间就比较宽裕，老师就可以多看一下。
A: You express your opinions, viewpoints, ideas, then the teacher will comment on
your thoughts from a relatively objective perspective. If you do not agree or have
different ideas about something, you can discuss it with the teacher in detail. This is
the same for both online and face-to-face discussions. The teacher in face-to-face
discussions will maintain discipline in class. It is impossible to check every group
since there are many of them, so the teacher may go and check groups with major
disputes, whereas teacher online can cater to all the students because there is no strict
time frame, thus more time can be spent by the teacher to check students’ posts.[C3,
C4]
B: 面对面讨论的话老师就可能还需要管一下纪律方面，然后就是不能太大声之
类的，也不能太激动，面对面可能老师会给你一些及时的回应，但是网课的话，
老师要做的应该是给回应，然后其他的就不用管一些纪律方面的问题。
B: In face-to-face discussions, the teacher may need to maintain the discipline of the
class, and we cannot talk with a loud voice or be overexcited, etc. The teacher may
provide an immediate response to you while in online classes, the teacher replies to
students’ threads without being concerned with discipline issues.[C3, C4]
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Chapter 5: Discussions
The purpose of this study was to investigate students’ participation and learning
experience using CMC. The answer to the first research question highly depended on
individuals as one participants expressed feeling comfortable communicating online while the
other did not have much positive comments on discussion forums. As for the second research
question, the study found that both students reported having physical interactions with peers
in face-to-face classes, but they described online discussions were more formal and present a
sense of distance among peers. Students responses to the third research question implied they
might prefer teachers who were more engaged with the course activities or students. They
expected teachers to be the feedback provider, but the lack of teacher engagement in online
discussions could lower students’ engagement in discussion participation. Although the
asynchronous discussions might have some negative features such as delayed replies or lack
of real-time interaction, teacher’s involvement such as asking students follow-up questions or
providing feedback could stimulate students’ participation.
Apart from C4, it could be seen that participants had much to share about peer
interactions (C2), suggesting that the change of delivery methods had a huge effect on how
they interacted with other students. In general, peer interactions during online discussions
would be formal, topic-centered, but also hindered them building friendship because the topic
did not extend to personal lives.
Students also shared valuable ideas on how they felt about participating in online
discussions, which was relatively individual and would be affected by their personalities. The
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least mentioned codes were talking about teachers, and this might be related to the lack of
student-teacher interaction.
As students had courses in different delivery methods, they offered generous amounts of
thoughts on examples of using different platforms and how the ways of being taught would
affect their learning activities.
The frequency of codes appeared in participants’ responses is as follows:
C1 Talking about personal feelings and emotions.10 Times
C2 Talking about casual social or interpersonal relationships. 15 Times
C3 Talking about teachers. 9 Times
C4 Talking about the forms and contents of courses. 23 Times
5.1 Personal Feelings and Emotions.
Frequency of C1 mentioned by interviewees: 10 times
C1 appeared 10 times in participants’ scripts, ranking the second among the three RQs
related codes and third in all codes, suggesting students had certain things to share about their
personal feelings. Looking through the data collected, it could be said online discussions
could bring some comfort to students who consider themselves not good at communicating,
but meanwhile it might arise negative feelings as it reduced the fun that could only be
enjoyed in a face-to-face classroom such as small talk.
A: 首先如果你社交有问题的话，可能堂课讨论会让人你有点不舒服，毕竟有时
候假如上一门新课，课上都是和不同的人，在不同的小组，所以一开始不是很熟
悉就不会很舒服.
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A: …if you are not good at socializing, you may not feel at ease when doing f2f
discussions as sometimes when you start a new course, you are with different people
and in different groups. Therefore, when you are unfamiliar with them, you will not
feel comfortable. [C1, C2, C4]
B：我也不太擅长和人交流，所以讨论的话也可以帮助我提高这点。
B: I am not good at communicating with others and discussions can help me
overcome it. [C1, C2]
The findings proved that personalities could influence learners’ feelings regarding
talking to people (Baran-Łucarz’s, 2014, p. 463), and introverted people might experience
more discomfort when talking to others in person. Stating that she was not good at
communicating, participant B’s perception was similar to An and Frick’s (2006) study finding
that students who reported feeling more at ease using CMC appear to be shy and self-directed.
Additionally, since participant B had not had discussions with students from other cultures in
a face-to-face setting, she might be less confident in using foreign languages and consider
online discussions more comfortable. According to Wu et. al. (2011), intercultural
interactions could boost self-confidence when using foreign languages and lead students to be
more willing to use the languages in class as well as outside of classrooms.
Gender could pose a difference in how students perceive online classes as Dewaele et al.
(2018) stated female students were more sensitive and had more complex emotions in
learning language. The two participants from this study did show a huge contrast when
reporting their perception towards personal feelings about online forums, but further studies
need to be conducted to investigate gender roles and how it might affect students’ feeling as
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the samples were limited. Another major factor affecting students’ feelings toward online
discussions was the form or content of the discussion. Participant A who considered online
discussions as submitting assignment had rather negative feelings. His attitudes towards the
discussion tasks coincided with the findings of Khine et al. (2003), which suggested that
forced participation could lower the quality of online discussions, resulting in students’ lack
of enthusiasm of following discussion threads. Furthermore, if the discussion participants do
not reply within a short period, the possibilities of them posting a reply would decrease
drastically because of online information overload (Kalman et. al., 2006, p.11): “As
messages flow in, people either respond to them at once, or put them aside and rarely return
to them.” Jung-Ivannikova (2016) explains that asynchronous communication causes the lost
of spontaneity and “invigorates conversations” because students have abundant time to
refine their posts. While face-to-face discussions were favored compared to CMC when
students were undertaking most activities, CMC was regarded as time-saving and convenient
for easy tasks (An & Frick, 2006).
5.2 Talking about Casual Social or Interpersonal Relationships
Frequency of C2 mentioned by interviewees: 15 times
Peer interaction, being the most frequently shared perspectives among 3 RQs related
codes, had a significant presence throughout the interview. Participants’ perception towards
peer interaction across different instruction methods varied hugely, with face-to-face
interaction being highly favored by participant A because it enabled him to have small talk
with classmates, which could hardly be observed in text-based or Zoom discussions.
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A:线下一般会之后在聊完问题之后还会有点之时间，大家就会唠唠嗑之类的，聊
聊看最近发生的有趣的事，或者有些事情可以讨论一下。但是 zoom 就是讨论完
每个人都闭麦，等着时间过去就过去了。
A: If there is time left during face-to-face discussions after we finish the question, we
will small talk, like talking about interesting things that happened recently or talk
about other things. However, we would mute the mic after we discussed the assigned
topic and wait for the remaining time to pass. [C2, C4]
B: 面对面可能会一下子想不起来自己想要说的内容。但是在网络上的就可以自
己去想。面对面可能会说着说着就说岔了，就聊到别的内容上去了，就跑题了。
B: … sometimes I would forget what I want to say in f2f classes and start to talk
about something else, like digressing from the topic, but it rarely happened in online
discussions. [C2, C4]
A weaker sense of distance during face-to-face discussions was conducive to participant
A to chat with others about fun things going on recently or discuss other issues. Despite the
fact that students could greet each other via Zoom with the camera on, participant A would
mute the microphone after the assigned discussion topic was finished and wait for the
remaining time to pass with camera turned off. The video tasks that should be uploaded to the
video tool was nothing but a compulsory thing to complete in participant A’s opinion. The
plus of the video tool lied in that it presented an opportunity for him to meet his old
classmates from the previous program with whom he did not have private contact information,
so he was able to small talk with them in the comment section of the video assignment.
Text-based asynchronous discussions appeared to be less engaged by participant A
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because the form is closer to homework. Contrary to participant A’s view, participant B read
others’ threads (or assignments as she described them) and checked her answers. The
requirements brought up by the teacher about commenting on other students’ threads were
also fulfilled. At the beginning of the semester, self-introduction was required by teachers
through which she could know other students’ hobbies and exchange ideas of the shared
interests. Speaking as a person who considered herself not good at communication, she said
people might fail to join the discussion or give timely responses, while such situations were
not likely to happen when everything is asynchronous and text based. Surprisingly, despite
being not good at communicating, she also mentioned that she would have small talk during
face-to-face discussions. Additionally, she would have physical interactions with
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students. While this situation was common in a brick-and-mortar classroom, online
discussions appeared to be a less desirable place for small talk to happen. Text-based
discussions were considered to be more formal compared to in-person discussions. Students
tended to stick to the discussion topic instead of talking about something else.
Jung-Ivannikova (2016) points out that the factor contributing to the formality of
text-based synchronous communication is the presence of the tutor, to whom students try to
leave a positive attitude, thus making their posts perfect. The conversation would be formal
among strangers, but if participant B shared a close relationship with the person, she would
speak (actually type) more humorously or send a friendly emoji. As Jung-Ivannikova (2016)
claimed that using casual words from daily conversations encourages participation and
interaction in written communication since it reduces text formality, thus making it open and
safe. Zha et. al. (2006) found students would use informal expressions and slang when they
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accustomed to the electronic discussion boards which connects with participant B’s
statements.
5.3 Talking About Teachers
Frequency of C1 mentioned by interviewees: 9 times
Participants had less to talk about when it comes to teacher presence, so it ranked the
last among the 3 RQ codes. Teacher’s presence in online discussions might not be strong
enough for students to actively engage in sharing ideas：
B:这个比较少。上学期吧，因为上学期的那个老师就是每个人都会回复，会就我
的回答提出一些自己的想法，我会去回复 ta。这个学期就不太有了.
B: This semester I rarely had interactions with the instructor. The teacher who taught
me last semester replied to every student and would provide her opinions to my
answers, so I would reply to the teacher. This semester the interaction is limited. [C3]
Students expected teachers to be an arbitrator, to provide feedback or advice on their
discussions or answers. In reality, participants reported they had limited interaction with the
teacher in online discussion forums. It was worth-noting that participant A mentioned the
teacher from a non-ESL Program course who was able to answer his questions. Participant B,
likewise, also talked about the positive experience from a non-ESL Program course, which
was an ESL Bridge Program she had in the previous semester, saying the instructor who
taught her previously would reply to every student and share opinions regarding her answers.
Then, the student would in turn respond to the instructor. Nonetheless, such student-instructor
interaction in text-based discussions, seems relatively rare in the ESL Program course(s) she
was taking. However, the teacher presence was stronger when it came to video assignments
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where the instructor would comment right below the video section or send the feedback
through email. She exhibited a relatively strong preference for the teacher from last semester
who not only commented on every student but set up a Zoom meeting to teach the usage of
tenses. In the Zoom class, the instructor would ask every student to answer questions. Besides
the language-related content, the instructor would also small talk with students. That might
explain why participant B felt the instructor was kind and attentive to students.
Misunderstanding could be perceived in online discussion forums. Text-based
discussions, based on participant A’s point of view, might lead to misunderstanding or
misinterpretation. Teachers’ wording may make a huge difference on students, even a light
correction might be interpreted as a major mistake. Interestingly, Jung-Ivannikova (2016)
finds that students also have concerns about their wording when communicating with others,
suggesting that the tone of conveying messages matters both in student-teacher and peer
interactions.
Both participants agreed that classroom discipline was a notable difference between
teacher’s roles online and offline. They shared the idea that teachers in a brick-and-mortar
classroom needed to maintain the discipline of the class and settle disputes when groups were
in discussions. Participant B said that the teacher in a face-to-face classroom needed to keep
an eye on the class discipline, make sure that students were not talking too loud or getting
overly excited. Asynchronous text-based online courses were easier for teachers to handle
based on the participants' answers, as instructors did not need to maintain discipline online
but focus more on checking students' posts and commenting on their discussions.
5.4 Talking About the Forms and Contents of Courses
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Frequency of C4 mentioned by interviewees: 23times
In face-to-face classes, students perceived a shorter sense of distance between each
other.Discussions were found to be informal because they could show intimacy through
physical interaction and small talk, which created a friendly discussion environment.
However, at the beginning of a new semester, some people might feel uncomfortable sitting
in a room of strangers if they were not good at socializing. Teachers in face-to-face
classrooms often needed to maintain the discipline of the class, make sure there were no
serious conflicts, and ensure the discussions were going smoothly. Students presenting in
face-to-face discussions could gain timely response from teachers.
In asynchronous text-based class, discussions could be treated as another form of assignment
that only required submission instead of communication.
A: 有一门课讨论就是交作业在上面…就只是单纯地交作业，回复两个人然后下
线。
A: I have a class that requires us to submit assignments on it…It’s just about
submitting the assignments and replying to two students, then I will log off. [C4]
The discussion was visible to everyone in the class, the openness of which resulted in
participant A’s reluctance to communicate since the communication was not limited to the
two students in the discussion. The positive side of the delivery method was that the abundant
time of online discussions enabled students to prepare and organize ideas, and instructors also
had sufficient time to check every students’ posts and answer their questions.
Text-based discussions were considered to be more formal compared to in-person
discussions. Students tended to stick to the discussion topic instead of talking about
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something else, but as students built up their relationships, emojis would be used online to
show intimacy.
The Internet has memory. This meant a lot to participant A, who worried about the things he
posted would be brought up in the future, becoming an awkward history in his life. This
feature of the internet led him to treat a text-based online discussion forum as a formal place
to communicate. The findings from Linet al.’s (2013) study also revealed that participants felt
embarrassed to upload writing samples to a public blog.
A: 毕竟互联网是有记忆的，你留下这个东西万一被别人翻出来，会比较尴尬，
但是线下这种就伴随一些打闹这类的，就是线下更友好。
A: After all, the internet has memory. If the things you posted online are brought up
by others, it might be awkward. On the contrary, offline discussions are often
accompanied by playful interactions hence being more friendly. [C2, C4]
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Chapter 6: Limitations and Implications
6.1 Limitations of the Study
A huge limitation of the study was the limited sample size. After the COVID-19
breakout, the university turned face-to-face courses into online ones, resulting in a difficulty
to introduce the study in person and attract participants. Although some commonalities could
be found with the existing participants recruited, it would be hard to draw a firm conclusion
on certain phenomenons. Additionally, the interview was based on self-report, hence
participants’ responses might not reflect their real actions and could be subjective. Future
studies could look into how students really perform in online discussion by examining the
tasks they have done to evaluate the effectiveness of CMC. The study was originally designed
to investigate students’ perceptions towards asynchronous discussions, but students’ answers
provided a broader range of instruction methods such as video-based synchronous
discussions, an alternative delivering method that deserves further investigation.
Furthermore, the interviews were conducted after the COVID-19 pandemic during
which international flights were suspended and courses taught online. Participants’
face-to-face discussion experience might be limited, leading to their lack of examples when
asked to compare face-to-face and CMC based discussions. Additionally, the lockdown
measure to control the virus were found to increase students’ depression, anxiety and stress
(Hamaideh et al., 2021), which might influence students’ academic performance and the way
they perceive online discussions.
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6.2 Implications for Teaching
Considering not all students are technology literate, it is important to equip students with
necessary computer technology skills, as it creates a more comfortable learning experience
with CMC. Besides providing convenience for students, instructors are encouraged to be
more involved in CMC. Participants’ answers towards RQ1 and RQ3 imply that instructors
are expected to assign appropriate tasks, clarify instructions and requirements, participate in a
regular bases, provide feedback promptly and award credits accordingly (An & Frick, 2006).
A: LMS 的论坛不是实时的，我交上去以后就是交上去，只是完成个作业
A: LMS discussion is asynchronized. When I submitted my post, it is just completing
an assignment.
B:这个比较少。上学期吧，因为上学期的那个老师就是每个人都会回复，会就我
的回答提出一些自己的想法，我会去回复 ta。这个学期就不太有了.
B: This semester I rarely had interactions with the instructor. The teacher who taught
me last semester replied to every student and would provide her opinions to my
answers, so I would reply to the teacher. This semester the interaction is limited.
A:但是这有个不好的点就是，有时候可能老师不想表达这个意思，但是你领会的
是这种意思，所以就可能导致某些用词或东西会让你曲解老师的意思。可能他就
是说这个有点小瑕疵但是没问题，但你又觉得他说你这是个很大的错误，一般是
比较负面的。就是本来都没有表达出这种负面的，他可能就是一个平平常常，但
是你领会到的是个负面的。
A:…but the negative aspect (of text-based discussion) lies in that the teacher probably
did not mean XXX but you understand it as XXX, so this might cause
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misunderstanding because of the wording or other things. The teacher may be saying
this has a tiny flaw, but it is fine while you interpret the sentence as you made a huge
mistake, and it is often interpreted as a negative message. Namely, the teacher did not
mean to convey negative emotion, just a normal tone, but you interpret it as a negative
thing.
If the condition allows, the instructor can choose the proper delivery methods instead of
simply relying on CMC. Ambiguous tasks are recommended to be held in face-to-face
settings since it is easier to clarify things immediately. Visual aids are a plus for CMC tasks
(Hurd & Xiao, 2010).
To form a dynamic online discussion forum, instructors should design meaningful tasks
that encourage group interaction. The tasks may include objectives such as making decisions
and reaching consensus (Zha et. al., 2006). Scaffolding such as providing sentence openers
should not be neglected during online discussions because it helps students focus on the tasks
and learning goals (Ak, 2016).
To help students familiarize with their peers or encourage peer interactions, a self
introduction at the beginning of the semester would be helpful for them to know new people
or connect with old friends. The formal connotation of online discussions might prevent
students from extending interactions from course-related contents to their daily lives, hence
activities or threads that allow students to share daily lives or communicate interests or
hobbies could be designed.
A: 讨论期间也会夹杂一些，还有就是唠嗑之类的。
A: When we were discussing, we also had small talk or chatted about other things.
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A:线下一般会之后在聊完问题之后还会有点之时间，大家就会唠唠嗑之类的，聊
聊看最近发生的有趣的事，或者有些事情可以讨论一下。
A: If there is time left during face-to-face discussions after we finish the question, we
will small talk, like talking about interesting things that happened recently or talk
about other things.
A: the video tool 最开始会自我介绍，有时候看到一些以前在 ESL Bridge Program
的老面孔，看到就非常亲切，会唠两句，毕竟没有微信之类的，只是单纯从视频
底下来互动一下。
A: We had a self-introduction using the video tool at the beginning of the semester. I
saw some familiar faces in the ESL Bridge Program which made me feel amiable and
I would chat with them with a few sentences because we did not follow each other on
WeChat, so we can only interact under the video section.
6.3 Implications for Research
First, the sample size of this research is small, so getting a larger sample might be
helpful to identify the commonalities and differences of the participants. Second, as the
length of students studying overseas differed in the study, a study comparing new-arrivals and
students who have studied in the United States for multiple years might reveal the connection
between their experience in the American educational environment and attitudes towards
online discussions. Third, the participants from the study were Chinese born and raised, so
further studies with students from other cultural backgrounds might be conducted. Fourth,
considering students have mentioned video conference and the video tool, future studies
could investigate their attitudes or preferences towards other
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delivery modes. Additionally, it might be interesting to explore peer interaction to see if
close relationships among students would bring participants ease or active participation
during online discussions. Lastly, since the study did not dive into the specific contents of the
discussion forums but only the self-report of students, researchers could explore the task
types and how students perform or review them.
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Chapter 7: Conclusion
The results of the study revealed that students have different perceptions towards if they
were more comfortable when participating in online discussions, with one regarding online
discussions as more of a passive experience while the other describing the discussion a
comfortable way for her to share ideas. The disparity between the participants might be
resulted from their personalities, their experience of studying abroad and the attitudes they
held when posting discussion threads. Despite this, peer interactions were agreed to be more
formal, and the general ideas conveyed by participants indicated that the core of discussions,
no matter online or face-to-face, was the same: express themselves and exchange thoughts
with others. However, the reality of a participant’s lack of presence in the ESL Program
discussions negates the idea of the discussion forum which aims to promote idea sharing.
Therefore, to build a forum that inspires thoughts and encourages sharing is vital to form a
dynamic and beneficial environment. To achieve this goal, the instructor should place
attention on activity design and discussion involvement.
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Appendix A: Interview Questions
(English Version)
Research Questions
Q1: Will Chinese students perceive it more comfortable to participate in online discussions
compared to face-to-face ones?
Q2: How do Chinese students perceive online participation as affecting their interaction with
peers?
Q3: What are Chinese students’ perceptions on instructor(s) when doing online discussions?

1.Please describe your experience having English discussions face-to-face in English class.
Follow-up: Do you think it was a negative or positive experience? Why? RQ1
2.How long have you been taking online classes? Do you feel you do well in online discussions?
RQ1
3.Have you joined any English online discussion forums? If so, please describe the experience
of using it. RQ1
4.Please describe your experience participating in ESL Program course’s online discussion.
RQ1
5.Please describe a good experience in ESL Program discussion forums. RQ1
6.Please describe a bad experience in ESL Program discussion forums. RQ1
7.How are your face-to-face discussions similar to online discussions?

How are your

face-to-face discussions different from online discussions? RQ1, RQ2 &RQ3
8.Please describe one of your interactions with peers in online discussions in ESL Program
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sessions and/or others. Follow-up: Please compare the online interaction experience with
face-to-face one. RQ2
9.Do you think that being face-to-face or being online changes how you and your peers interact?
If yes, how? If no, why not? RQ2
10.What are your expectations for instructors in terms of interactions before participating in
online discussions? Does your teacher meet your expectation? RQ3
11.Please describe one of your interactions with the instructor in online discussions. RQ1&
RQ3
12.How did the instructor make you feel during online discussions? Follow-up: Could you
please talk about your perceptions about the teacher’s role in online discussions in comparison
to face-to-face discussions? RQ3
13. Do you have anything else you want to share or add?
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Demographic Information
What is your age?
What is your gender?
What is your first language？
What is your major？
How many years have you been learning English？
What is your experience with using English online discussion platforms？
What kind of online communication websites/apps do you use?
What is your online life like besides education?
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研究问题
(Chinese Version)

1. 中国学生会觉得网上讨论比面对面讨论更自在吗？
2. 中国学生如何看待网上讨论时对与同学互动的影响？
3. 中国学生在参加网上讨论时对老师有什么看法？

采访问题

1. 请描述你在上英语堂课时的讨论经历。后续问题：你觉得这段经历是积极的还是消极的？
为什么？（问题 1）
2. 你上网课有多长时间了？你觉得自己在网课讨论这块表现好吗？（问题 1）
3. 你是否参加网上英语讨论论坛？如有，请描述你的使用经历。（问题 1）
4. 请描述你参加 ESLProgram 网上讨论的经历。（问题 1）
5. 请描述一段参加 ESLProgram 网上讨论好的体验。（问题 1）
6. 请描述一段参加 ESLProgram 网上讨论不好的体验。（问题 1）
7. 你觉得堂课讨论和网课讨论有什么相似之处？有什么不同地方？（问题 1，2,3）
8. 请描述一段你和同学在 ESLProgram 网上讨论的互动。后续问题：请对比和同学在网上讨
论和面对面讨论。（问题 2）
9. 你觉得在网上讨论和面对面讨论时，和同学的互动方式会变吗？如果会，请解释哪里变了
。如果不会，为什么不会呢？（问题 2）
10. 你在参加网课讨论之前，对师生互动有什么期望吗？实际上课后，老师有符合你的期待啊
？（问题 3）
11. 请描述一段你和老师在网上讨论互动的经历。（问题 1，3）
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12. 网上讨论时，老师给你什么感觉？后续问题：在你看来，网上讨论和线下讨论时，你对老
师的职能分别有什么看法。（问题 3）
13. 你是否还有其他想要补充的点？

参与者基本资料
你的年纪是?
你的性别是?
你的母语是？
你的专业是什么？
你学习英语多久了？
你有什么使用英语论坛的经历吗？
你会使用何种网上交流网站或者手机应用?
除了学习，你的网上生活是怎样的?
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Appendix B: Recruiting Materials
Email to EAP faculty
Dear colleagues,
I am looking for participants who are participating in online discussions for my thesis study. If
there are Chinese students in your class and are using D2L discussion forums, would you
please help me forward a recruiting email to the students?
Thanks,
Email to students (English)
Dear EAP students,
My name is Dan Wu and I am a graduate student at St. Cloud State University. I am conducting
a research on Chinese ESL students’ participation and perception of teacher presence in
asynchronized online discussions. For this project, I am interested in interviewing Chinese ESL
learners studying in EAP programs. I am emailing to invite you to participate in the interview
for this research project. Participation is completely voluntary, and your interview will remain
confidential.Pseudonyms will be used in the study and your real name won’t appear in the
paper.
If you are interested, please replay to this address: dwu1@go.stcloudstate.edu
If you have any questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to email me.
Thanks for your time.
Email to students (Chinese)
EAP 学生们你们好，
我叫吴丹，是圣克劳德州立大学的硕士研究生。我目前正在做一个关于中国学生在异步
网上讨论的参与及对教师临场感的看法的研究。我希望能采访在上 EAP 课程的中国学生。
本邮件旨在邀请您参与本研究项目。项目参与自主自愿，您的采访将会被完全保密。本
研究将使用假名，所以你的真实姓名不会出现在论文中。
如果您对本研究感兴趣，请发邮件给此地址：dwu1@go.stcloudstate.edu
如果你有任何问题，欢迎来邮件询问。
感谢您的时间
Dan Wu requests to interview your students about Chinese ESL students’ participation and
perception of teacher presence in asynchronized online discussions. The interview will be
conducted with students individually via Zoom. 1. I agree to allow Dan Wu to interview my
students. (Circle ONE)
A. Yes B. No Please return a signed copy of this letter to Dan Wu
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Appendix C: Consent to Participate
Title: Chinese ESL students’ participation and perception of teacher presence in asynchronized
online discussions
You are invited to participate in my thesis research study about Chinese ESL students’
participation and perception of teacher presence in asynchronized online discussions.
If you agree to be part of the research study, you will be asked to do an interview about online
discussions. You will be asked sign a video consent form and a form of consent. The
interview will take place via Zoom. The interview is semi-structured, which means they
might be follow-up questions. Your name will be replaced with a pseudonym and quotes used
in the study will be de-identified. The recorded video and transcription will be stored in my
password-protected laptop. Back-up data will be stored in my SCSU Office 365 Cloud.The
data will be deleted when my degree is awarded. You do not have to answer every question
and can stop participation anytime. If you stop participation, the data will not be used. A
transcription of the interview will be provided after the interview. The thesis will be posted to
SCSU repository.
Benefits of the research: You will have a chance to reflect on your engagement during online
discussions
Risks and discomforts: You will be asked to comment on your participation, your peers and
instructor’s presence during online discussion. To minimize possible risks and discomforts, I
will use a pseudonym to replace your real name and any specific names or places mentioned
during the interview will be replaced with other words.
Data collected will be stored in my password-protected laptop. Back-up data will be stored in
my Office 365 Cloud.The data will be deleted when my degree is awarded.
Participating in this study is completely voluntary. Your decision whether or not to participate
will not affect your current or future relations with St. Cloud State University, or the researcher.
If you decide to participate, you are free to withdraw at any time without penalty.
If you have questions about this research study, you may contact Dan Wu
(dwu1@go.stcloudstate.edu)or Prof. John Madden(jpmadden@stcloudstate.edu).Results of
the study can be requested from the researcher.
Your signature indicates that you are at least 18 years of age, you have read the information
provided above, and you have consent to participate.

Signature

Date
同意参与研究表

(Consent to Participate Chinese Version)
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论文题目：中国学生在异步网上讨论的参与及对教师临场感的看法
您被邀请参与本人的论文研究，主题是关于中国学生在异步网上讨论的参与及对教师临场感的看法。
如果您同意参与本研究，调查者将会对您进行网上采访。您将签署一份视频同意表及一份同意参与
研究表。采访使用 Zoom 视频会议进行。本采访为半结构式访谈，也就是说，可能会针对某些问题
进行跟进提问。本研究会使用假名代替您的真实姓名，引用的回答也不会暴露您的身份。采访录制
的视频和采访文字稿会保存在本人带密码的电脑中。备份数据会存储在本人 SCSU Office365 Cloud 账
户中。在本人获得学位之时，所有数据将会被删除。在采访中，您可以不用回答所有问题，也可以
随时退出采访。如果你终止采访，所得数据不会被用于论文中。采访结束后，我会通过 SCSU 邮件
账户发送一份采访文字稿给您。论文将会发表在 SCSU 资料库中。
参与本研究的益处：您可以就自己的网上讨论参与进行思考。
潜在风险和不适：采访会就您对自己的，同学的，老师的网上讨论参与进行评论。为了最小化潜在
的风险和不适，我会使用假名来替代您的真实姓名，所有您提及的具体名字与地名都会使用假名代
替。
研究数据会储存于本人密码保护的电脑中。备份数据储存于 SCSU office 云。在本人获得学位之时，
所有数据将会被删除。
本研究参与自主自愿。对本研究的参与与否并不会影响你和圣克劳德州立大学，或与研究者的关系。
如果你想退出本研究，可随时退出，不会受到任何惩罚。
如果您对本研究有任何问题，可以电邮吴丹（ dwu1@go.stcloudstate.edu) ，或是本人导师 John

Madden 教授（jpmadden@stcloudstate.edu）。您可以向研究者索取研究结果。
签名即表明您已满 18 岁，已经阅读上述信息，且同意参与本研究。

签名

日期
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Appendix D: Release Form for Use of Video Recording

[Project Title]Chinese ESL Students’ Participation and Perception of Teacher Presence in
Asynchronized Online Discussions

[PI Name] Dan Wu
[PI Email Address] dwu1@go.stcloudstate.edu
[Supervising Person’s Name, if applicable] John Madden
[Supervisor’s Email Address]jpmadden@stcloudstate.edu

Please Print:
_________________________________________________________
Participant Name
_________________________________________________________
Legal Representative if Applicable

This form asks for your consent to use media for and from this study. I would like you to
indicate how I can use your media. On the next page is a list of media types that I will use.
Please initial where you consent for that type of use of your media. Legal representative
initials will provide consent when needed.
Regardless of your answers on the next page, you will not be penalized.
I will not use your media in any way you have not initialed.

Questions regarding this form should be directed to the researcher Dan Wu
(dwu1@go.stcloudstate.edu)
or
faculty
sponsor
Prof.
John
Madden
(jpmadden@stcloudstate.edu). Additional answers can be found by contacting the IRB
Administrator or an IRB Committee Member. Current membership is available at:
https://www.stcloudstate.edu/irb/members.aspx

A copy of this form will be provided for your records.
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Video with audio
Consent
Granted
Type of Release
Used by research team to record and analyze data
Published or presented in an academic outlet (e.g., thesis,journal, conference)
Transcription of audio
Consent
Granted
Type of Release
Used by research team to record and analyze data
Published or presented in an academic outlet (e.g., thesis, journal, conference)
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I have read the above carefully and give my consent only for those items in which I
initialed.
_________________________________________________
Participant Signature (if 18 years of age or older)

________________
Date

_________________________________________________
Participant Name (Printed)

WHEN CONSENT IS NEEDED FROM A LEGAL REPRESENTATIVE, COMPLETE THIS
SECTION. UP TO TWO LEGAL REPRESENTATIVEMAY SIGN.

_________________________________________________
Legal Representative Signature
Date

________________

_________________________________________________
Legal Representative Name (Printed)

_________________________________________________
Second Legal Representative Signature
Date

_________________________________________________
Second Legal Representative Name (Printed)

________________
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同意使用录制视频表

(Release Form Chinese Version)
论文题目：中国学生在异步网上讨论的参与及对教师临场感的看法
研究者姓名：吴丹
邮件地址：dwu1@go.stcloudstate.edu
导师姓名：John Madden
导师邮件地址：jpmadden@stcloudstate.edu
请打印:
_________________________________________________________
参与者姓名
_________________________________________________________
如参与者未满十八周岁，请由监护人在此处签名
本表格征求您对此研究使用媒体的同意。请说明我可以如何使用您的媒体。下一页有一份我会使用
的媒体类型。请在您同意的项目上签上您名字的首字母缩写。如果您未满十八岁，则也需要监护人
签名。

无论您在下一页给出的回答如何，您不会受到任何惩罚。
在您未签首字母的类型里，我不会使用您的媒体资料。

如果您对本表格有疑问，可电邮研究者吴丹(dwu1@go.stcloudstate.edu) 或是研究者导师 John
Madden 教授(jpmadden@stcloudstate.edu).其余问题可以在 IRB 管理人或是 IRB 委员会成员获得。
您可以使用此网站查询现任委员会成员: https://www.stcloudstate.edu/irb/members.aspx

我会提供一份此表格的附件供您保存。
音视频
同意使用

使用类型
同意研究者录制并用于研究分析
用于学术发表或展示 (例：论文，期刊，学术会议)

音频文字稿
同意使用

使用类型
同意研究者录制并用于研究分析
用于学术发表或展示 (例：论文，期刊，学术会议)
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我已仔细阅读上述内容，并同意我所签名处的媒体使用
_________________________________________________
参与者签名(18 岁及以上)
日期

________________

_________________________________________________
参与者签名(打印)

当需要法人代表时，请完成以下内容。最多有两个法人代表签名。

_________________________________________________
法人代表签名
日期

________________

_________________________________________________
法人代表签名(打印)

_________________________________________________
第二法人代表签名
日期

_________________________________________________
第二法人代表签名(打印)

________________

